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I. INTRODUCTION 
I f  G is an infinite group each of whose finite quotients has some given 
property, one may ask how this situation is reflected in the global structure 
of the group G. The first result in this area of investigation was obtained by 
Hirsch in [5] where he proved that a polycyclic group G each of whose finite 
quotients is nilpotent must itself be nilpotent. This result has been extended 
in two directions by D. J. S. Robinson, who showed that the same holds if 
G is merely assumed to be either a torsion-free by finite soluble minimax 
group or a finitely generated hyper-(abelian or finite) group ([7] and [S]). On 
the other hand W’ehrfritz and Platonov proved (independently) that the 
same result holds under the assumption that G is a linear group over a 
finitely generated integral domain (see [ 121, 4.16 and 10.15). 
Now supersolubility is in some ways a subtler property than nilpotency, 
and knowledge of the groups in the title seems to be rather more fragmentary. 
Baer [l] has shown that if a group G each of whose finite quotients is super- 
soluble is polvcvclic, then G must itself be supersoluble; and Wehrfritz [I l] . I 
has shown that if G is a linear group over a finitely generated integral domain 
of nonzero characteristic then G is hypercyclic (he has recently generalized 
this in [ 131; we quote his theorem in full in Section 6). In this paper we extend 
the former result to larger classes of (roughly) soluble groups, and we settle 
the characteristic-zero case of the linear group problem. 
Results 
Let G be the split extension of the additive group of dyadic rationals by 
the cyclic group generated by the doubling automorphism. G is a finitely 
generated metabelian torsion-free minimax group, and G is a linear group 
(see [12], 11.15). Every finite quotient of G is metacyclic, but G is clearly 
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not hypercyclic. In view of this example it is clear that we cannot expect 
in general to show that our groups are hypercyclic. Before discussing suitable 
substitutes we had better introduce some notation. 
‘93 denotes the class of abelian minimax groups of (Prufer) rank at most 1: 
the group G is in ‘93 if and only if G is locally cyclic and G contains a cyclic 
subgroup C such that G/C satisfies min; 
2 denotes the class of torsion-free g-groups; 
(X denotes the class of all cyclic groups. 
If  H is a group with a domain of operators G and X is a class of groups, we 
write 
HEP~X 
to mean that there exists a finite series of G-admissible subgroups of H 
I = Ho Q HI 4 ... Q H, = H 
such that each factor Hi/Hi-, E X. Similarly we write 
if there exists an ascending series of G-admissible subgroups 
1 = Ho u HI 4 ... Q H, CI H,,, CI ... < H,, = H 
(of possibly transfinite order-type p) with each factor in X. (It is understood 
here that for each nonzero limit ordinal h < p, HA = uUcA H, .) We write 
HE P,X (or 6,X) when the domain of operators is just H acting on itself by 
conjugation. 
Every periodic %-group is the union of an ascending characteristic series 
with cyclic factors; it follows that 
1;,9l = P,(fx u S), 
and we have the following diagram: 
/ 
0 P,% 
hypercyclic = P,O: 0 
\, 
; P& u 2) 
I 
0 P,K = supersoluble. 
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For finite groups of course all these classes collapse into the class of finite 
supersoluble groups. 
Our first main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a torsion-free-by-finite soluble minimax group each 
of whose finite quotients is supersoluble. Then G has a nilpotent normal subgroup 
N such that GIN is supersoluble and NE PJ. In particular G E pn(C V 2). 
Our second topic is finitely generated groups. By analogy with the nilpotent 
case, one might expect that a finitely generated soluble group each of whose 
finite quotients is supersoluble must (at least) be a i,%-group. However 
there is an obstacle, in the shape of the easy 
I'ROPOSITION 1. Suppose that the group G has subnormal subgroups V 4 U 
such that U/l- z CD, for some prime p. Then for every prime q f  p there 
exists an infinite simple GF(q) G-module. 
Kow let G be any P,‘%-group which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1. 
Let 111 be an infinite simple GE’(q) G- module, and let H denote the split 
extension of M by G. Then every finite quotient of H is an image of G and 
so is supersoluble; and M is a minimal normal subgroup of H. The group H 
requires just one more generator than G does, and if G is soluble of derived 
length d then H is soluble of derived length 1 + d. Taking for G the group 
described at the beginning of this section, we obtain 
THEOREM 2. There exists a 3-generator soluble group H of derived length 3, 
each of whose finite quotients is supersoluble, such that H has a minimal normal 
subgroup which is elementary abelian of infinite rank. In particular H # P,!U. 
More insight into the delinquency of the group His obtained if one observes 
that the derived group EI’ of H fails to be a hypercentral group (this is a 
simple exercise). On the other hand the derived group of any @,5X group 
must be hypercentral, because the automorphism groups of both periodic 
and torsion-free ‘32 groups are abelian. For the same reason, the derived group 
of any P,'% group is nilpotent. So if G is a finitely generated P,% group then 
the Fitting subgroup v(G) of G contains G’ and therefore G/V(G) is a finitely 
generated abelian group. It follows that if v(G) < P 4 Q < G and Q/P 
is a Z group then Q/P must be cyclic. This establishes the trivial half of our 
next theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finitely generated hyper-(abelian or $nite) group. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
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(i) GE ~~91. 
(ii) Every finite quotient of G is supersoluble and every normal X-factor 
of G/v(G) is in I’&. 
(By a normal factor of a group G we mean a group Q/P where P < Q are 
both normal subgroups of G.) 
As a special case of Theorem 3 we single out 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-polycyclic group. 
If  every finite quotient of G is supersoluble then G E ~~5%. 
This in turn allows us to deduce 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a finitely generated linear group each of whose 
finite quotients is supersoluble. Then G E P~(K u 2). 
Proof. Theorems of Mal’cev and Zassenhaus ensure that Gis nilpotent-by- 
polycyclic and residually finite (see [12], 4.2, 3.7, 3.6). By Corollary 1 G is 
therefore in P,%, and so G is a soluble minimax group. Being residually 
finite, G is also torsion-free by finite (see, e.g., [9] Theorem 9.39.3). The 
result now follows by Theorem 1. 
Corollary 2 answers in the affirmative Question 17 of Wehrfritz’s book [12]. 
Our last main result is an extension of this corollary: 
THEOREM 4. Let V be a finitely generated module over a finitely generated 
commutative ring R and let G be a subgroup of Aut,( V). I f  every finite quotient 
of G is supersoluble then G E 6,s. 
We conclude this introductory section with a final corollary: 
COROLLARY 3. Let the group G be 
either a torsion-free-by-finite soluble minimax group 
or a fkitely generated hyper-(abelian or finite) group such that every normal 
Z-factor of G/v(G) is in P,O. 
or a subgroup of Aut,( V), where V is a finitely generated module over a finitely 
generated commutative ring R. 
Then the following are equivalent: (4(G) denotes the Frattini subgroup of G) 
(i) GEP,!R, 
(ii) G/4(G) E P,%, 
(iii) every maximal subgroup of G has finite prime index, 
(iv) every maximal subgroup of G of finite index has index a prime. 
Proof. The implications (i) 3 (ii) and (iii) * (iv) are trivial. 
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(ii) * (iii) for any group G: Let M be a maximal subgroup of G. Then 
&o MY > a(G) so we may assume that M contains no nontrivial normal 
subgroups of G and that G e fi,‘%. There exists A (i G with 1 =/‘- A E %. 
If A has torsion then A contains a normal subgroup B of G of prime order p 
say. Then B n M = 1 and BM =-I G, so 1 G: M / = p. Suppose on the 
other hand that A is torsion-free. Since A E %, there exists a prime p such 
that A” < A. Since A is abelian, A n M CJ G and so A n M = 1. Therefore 
APJP = G = AM and it follows that Ap = A, a contradiction. 
(iv) =- (i): Every maximal subgroup of every finite quotient of G has 
prime index. Therefore every finite quotient of G is supersoluble, by a 
theorem of Huppert, [6] Hauptsatz VI.9.5. Theorems 1, 3 and 4 now show 
that G E P,‘%. 
This corollary extends VVehrfritz’s result [ 131 1.8. 
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
Throughout this section, p and 4 will denote two distinct primes. The 
first step is due to Carin; see [9, vol. 1, p. 1521: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C g C,, ; then there exists a simple GF(q)C-module 
on which C acts faithfully. 
The next lemma is due to P. Hall, and is proved on p. 614 of [4]: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K 4 H be groups, and let f  be a$eld such that fK has an 
injinite-dimensional simple module. Then fH has an infinite-dimensional simple 
module. 
Proposition I now follows easily. We have 
VqUaaG 
with U/V E C,, . Let f  = GF(q). By Lemma 2.1 there exists an infinite 
simple f( U/ V)-module M; we make M into a f  U-module in the obvious way. 
Since 1 is a finite field, M has infinite dimension over f.  Repeated application 
of Lemma 2.2 now shows that fG has an infinite-dimensional simple module. 
3. R/IODULES 
In this section we state and prove the main technical results on which our 
theorems depend. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a torsion-free abelian minimax group and let G be a 
group of automorphisms of A. If  
A/Ap E P& (1) 
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fey all but a jinite number of primes p, then 
Proof. We adapt the proof of Baer’s theorem given by Wehrfritz in 
[12], 11.11. 
It will suffice to show that if A is nonzero and is rationally irreducible as 
G-module then A has rank 1. Let (T denote the finite set of primes p for which 
(1) fails to hold. 
(i) G is abekan. Suppose p E u’. Then A/Ap is a GF( p) G-module of 
GF(p)-dimension at most n = r,,(A) (the rank of A), so the given cyclic 
series of G-submodules in A/Ap has length at most n. Therefore 
A(G’ - 1)” < Ap 
since the automorphism group of a cyclic group is abelian. Thus 
A(G’ - 1)” G n Ap = 0 
P6.T’ 
since U’ is infinite. Since A is rationally irreducible as G-module it follows 
that A(G’ - 1) = 0, i.e., G’ = 1. 
(ii) G is jinitely generated. The action of G on A makes G into a 
Q-irreducible linear group over the ring Qfl of rational numbers with 
n-number denominators, where n is some finite set of primes. Now Qr is 
a finitely generated integral domain, therefore G is unipotent-by-(finitely 
generated), by [12], 3.6 and 4.10. Since G is Q-irreducible every unipotent 
normal subgroup of G is trivial, consequently G is finitely generated as 
claimed. 
(iii) We now proceed with the proof proper. In view of (ii) we may 
argue by induction on the minimal number of generators of G. So suppose 
that G = (H, x), where H needs fewer generators than G. The module A 
contains a rationally irreducible H-submodule B and we can choose B so 
that A/B is torsion-free. Then for every prime p, Bp = B IT Ap, so B/Bp 
is isomorphic as H-module to some submodule of A/Ap. We may therefore 
apply the induction hypothesis and infer that B has rank 1. 
Since ((i)) G is abelian, M = BZ(x) is a G-submodule of A. As A is 
rationally irreducible as G-module, it follows that A/M is a K-group for some 
finite set K of primes (of course A/M is a minimax group). Then for each 
p E K‘ we have Mp = M n Ap, and so M/Mp is isomorphic as G-module to 
a submodule of A/Ap. 
481/35/1-3-s 
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Let d = r&M). M contains a free abelian subgroup U such that M/U 
is a r-group for the finite set x of primes, so that if p E r’ then the rank of 
M/&Zp is d. r\iow let p E (K u u u r)‘. Then M/Mp E P<,.& so there exists 
a basis of M with respect to which the matrix of x (considered as an auto- 
morphism of M) is triangular modulo p, in the sense that 
where E is triangular and both 6 and 17 have entries in Q,, . 
Letf(X) denote the characteristic polynomial of x (as automorphism of M). 
Then f(X) E QJX], and f(X) splits into linear factors modulo p for every 
p E (K U u U x)‘. It follows that f(X) splits into linear factors in Q,[X], 
by [2, p. 2291, Corollary 2 (this is a deep result from algebraic number theory). 
Thus x has an eigenvalue h/q say, with h EZ and q a x-number. Let m E M 
be a corresponding eigenvector, so that mxq = mX. Write C for the isolator 
in M of MZ; C is a Z(x)-submodule of M and 
for each c E C. 
cxq = cx 
Now B is an H-module and B has rank 1. So if h E H then there exist 
nonzero integers 01, /3 such that 
bha = b/3 
for every b E B. If  c E C then 
ct = b c sixi 
iEZ 
for some b E B and integers t # 0, si , all but finitely many of the si being 
zero. We have 
chat = bhol c sixi since x, h commute 
Therefore chz == c/3, and it follows that ch E C since C is isolated in M = Mh. 
Thus C is an H-submodule, and so a G-submodule, of A. Since A is a 
rationally irreducible G-module it follows that r,(A) == r,(C) = 1, and the 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a polycyclic group and let A be a finitely genevated 
ZG-module which is Z-torsion-free. If A,IAp E P& for all but finitely many 
primes p, then A E P&X 
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Proof. There exist a free abelian subgroup F of A and a finite set rr of 
primes such that A/F is a n-group, by a result due to P. Hall, [4], Lemma 5.2. 
Let p E n-’ be one of the primes such that A/Ap E P&. Then Fp = Ap r\ F, 
so F/Fp is isomorphic to a subgroup of A/Ap; but A/Ap is evidently finite, 
so F,iFp is finite. Therefore F has finite rank and consequently A is a torsion- 
free minimax group. The result now follows by Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a jkitely generated nilpotent group and let M be a 
jinitely generated R = GF( p)G- mo u e, d 1 where p is a prime. If  every finite 
quotient module of M is in P& then ME P&. 
Pyoof. M is a Noetherian R-module [3, Theorem I], so if M 6 P& then 
there exists an R-submodule B of M maximal with respect to M/B $ P&. 
We reach a contradiction if we show that M/B E P&; it will therefore suffice 
to show that ME P& under the assumption that every proper quotient module 
of M is in P&. 
We may assume that C,(M) = 1. If  G is finite then M is finite and there 
is nothing to prove, so we take G to be infinite. We shall see that this leads 
to a contradiction. The centre of G contains an element z say of infinite 
order. Put 
S = GF(p) (z> C R. 
Then S is a principal ideal domain contained in the centre of R. Philip Hall’s 
result [4] Lemma 6 shows that M contains a free S-submodule F and S 
contains a nonzero ideal a such that every element of M/F is annihilated by 
some power of a. 
I f  b is any nonzero ideal of S then Mb # 0. For every nonzero ideal of S 
has finite index in S, so for some n # 0 we have zn - 1 E b (consider the 
natural homomorphism of the group (x) into the group of units of the finite 
ring S/b). Then Mb = 0 implies ,zn E C,(M) = 1 contradicting the assump- 
tion that z has infinite order. 
It follows that F + 0. For if F = 0 then Ma” 1 0 for some n, since M 
is a finitely generated R-module and a is contained in the center of R. 
Now S contains a maximal ideal m not containing a such that [ S/m j > p. 
For S has infinitely many maximal ideals not containing a; suppose that each 
of these has indexp in S. Then for at least one element q E GF( p) there exists 
an infinite family 9 of maximal ideals of S such that x 3 q (mod n) for each 
n ~9. But then 
z-qqEnh==o 
since 9 is infinite, a contradiction. 
Since a $ m, m + an = S for every n, and it follows easily that 
MTTX~F=F~. 
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Therefore F/Fm is isomorphic as S-module to a submodule of M/Mm. 
Now M/Mnt E ~$5 since Mm -7’; 0, so F/Fin E pczjc5. Therefore F/Rn 
contains an S/m-submodule of order p (as F is a nonzero free S-module). 
But this is impossible as S/m is a field of order greater than p; thus we 
have the desired contradiction. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 3 
Proof of Theorem I. G is a torsion-free-by-finite soluble minimax 
group each of whose finite quotients is supersoluble. We must show that G 
contains a nilpotent normal subgroup N such that G/N is supersoluble and 
NEP& 
It is well known (see [lo, Lemma 1.51 and [9, Theorem 10.331) that G 
contains a series of normal subgroups 
1 = G,, < Gr < ... :< G, C< G 
such that G/Gn is finite, each G,/Gi-, is a torsion-free abelian minimax group, 
and such that for some K .< n, G1, is nilpotent and G/G, is polycyclic. I f  we 
show that each of the factors G,/G,-, is in P $X the required result will follow 
on taking N = G,; . Arguing by induction on n, it will be enough to show that 
G,EP& 
Let p be a prime. G,/G,p is finite (writing G, as an additive group here), 
so G/G, p is torsion-free by finite, by [lo, Lemma 3.11. Therefore GJG, p 
is G-isomorphic to a subgroup of some finite quotient of G and so is in P& 
It now follows by Lemma 3.1 that G, E P,Z as required. 
The rest of this section is occupied with the proof of Theorem 3. From 
now on we assume that G is a jkitely generated hyper-(abelian OY jkite) group 
each of whose$nite quotients is supersoluble. 
4.2. If  eaery normal X-factor of G is in P,K then G is supersoluble. 
Proof. A well known argument due to Baer (see [9], Lemma 6.17) reduces 
the problem to the case where every proper quotient of G is supersoluble. 
Now G has a nontrivial normal subgroup N which is either finite or abelian. 
If  N is finite then G is finite-by-supersoluble and so, by an elementary 
argument, supersoluble-by-finite. It follows by Theorem 1 that G is super- 
soluble. 
Suppose that N is abelian but not torsion-free. Then N contains a nonzero 
elementary abelian G-submodule fl say, which is finitely generated as 
G-module. In view of the preceding paragraph we may assume that A is 
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infinite. Since G/A is supersoluble, G contains a normal subgroup H of 
finite index, containing A, such that H/A is nilpotent; then A is a finitely 
generated H/A-module. If  B is an H-submodule of A such that A/B is finite 
then B, = natc Bg still has finite index in A, so B, # 1 and G/B, is super- 
soluble; consequently H/B is also supersoluble. Thus every finite quotient 
H-module of A is in ~~6:. Therefore by Lemma 3.3 A E ~~(5. It follows that A 
must be finite, contradicting our assumption. 
The only remaining possibility is that N is torsion-free abelian. We may 
of course assume that N is a finitely generated G-module. G/N is supersoluble, 
so by Corollary 3.2 NE P& Our hypothesis concerning normal T-factors of 
G now ensures that NE P&. Thus N contains a nontrivial cyclic normal 
subgroup of G and it follows that G is supersoluble. 
4.3. If  G has an abelian normal subgroup A such that G/A is supersoluble 
then A E P,%. 
Proof. A is a Noetherian G/A-module by Hall’s theorem [3]. So by the 
usual argument (see the proof of Lemma 3.3) we may reduce to the situation 
where every proper quotient G-module of A is in P,%. 
I f  the torsion subgroup 7(A) of A is nonzero then A/T(A) E P,%. n’ow 
T(A) has finite exponent e say, and it is easy to see that 7(A) n Ae = 0. 
Thus T(A) is isomorphic to a submodule of A/Ae. Clearly every normal 
Z-factor of G/Ae is in P&, so we may apply 4.2 and infer that GjAe is super- 
soluble. Consequently T(A) E P&, and we are done. 
Suppose now that A is torsion-free. Since %-groups of finite exponent are 
cyclic, A/ilp E P& for every primep. It follows by Corollary 3.2 that A E P,Z. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let N be a nilpotent group and let H be a group of auto- 
morphism of N. If  N/N’ E P,% then N E P,%. 
Proof. The class % is closed with respect to taking tensor products. 
The lemma therefore follows from a result of Robinson, see [9, vol. I, 
pp. 54-55.1 
Proof of Theorem 3. (ii) 2 (i). We are given that every normal Z-factor 
of G/N is in P,K, where N =y v(G). By 4.2, G/N is supersoluble. Therefore N 
is finitely generated as a G-operator group, since supersoluble groups are 
finitely presentable, and it follows that N is nilpotent. Now 4.3 shows that 
N/N’ E P,% and it follows by Lemma 4.4 that NE P,‘%. Therefore G E P,% 
and the proof is complete. 
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5. MORE MODULE THEORY 
In this section we establish some results which will be needed for the proof 
of Theorem 4; this will occupy Section 6. 
The main point we establish here is a version of an important result of 
Philip Hall’s concerning modules for polycyclic groups, namely Lemma 6 
of [4]. We have already made use of Hall’s result in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (,P. Hall). Let S be a$nitely generated integral domain, 
M a torsion-free S-module, and E a right Noetherian subring of End,(M) such 
that M is finite@ generated as [S, E]-module. 1 Then there exists a jinite class 9J 
of finitely generated E-modules and an ascending series of E-modules 
(satisfying the usual condition at limit ordinals) such that each factor 
Ma+JMa E 9. Also MIS = M. 
The first statement simply says, of course, that ME PEIZ). 
Proof. Only minor modifications to Hall’s proof are needed; however it 
will be quicker to prove 5.1 from scratch than to explain what these are. 
We argue by induction on the number of generators needed for the ring S. 
If  S needs none, i.e., if S is either Z or a prime field GF(p), then M is already 
a finitely generated E-module and the result is trivial. Otherwise, S = T[x] 
where T is an integral domain which needs fewer generators than S and x 
is some element of S. 
There exists a finitely generated [T, El-module B such that 
M = f  Bxi. 
i=O 
For each i put 
then clearly 
0 < B, < B, < ... < Bi < B,+l < “. < M = ij B, . (2) 
i=O 
1 [S, E] denotes the subring of End(M) generated by E and the action of S. 
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Now for each i, multiplication by xi effects a [7’, El-module isomorphism 
of B onto Bxi; let Bi denote the inverse of this isomorphism. Then 
BiN Bxi B 
B,-l - Bxi n Bipl = ~ (Bxi n B,A1)Bi ’ (3) 
these being [ 7’, El-module isomorphisms. 
Since Bielx < Bi , we have for each i 
(Bxi n B,pl) 8, < (Bxi+l n Bi) Bi+l . (4) 
Now [T, E] is a right Noetherian ring by the Basis Theorem and so B is a 
Noetherian [T, El-module. Consequently the sequence (4) becomes stationary 
after finitely many steps. It follows by (3) that the series (2) has only a finite 
number of non-isomorphic factors, A, z B, A, ,..., A, say. Each A, is a 
finitely generated [T, El-module, so by the inductive hypothesis there 
exists for each i a finite class ‘!IJi of finitely generated E-modules such that 
-4, E l;EVJi . Also, at the bottom of a 2’J),-series for B sits a module C such that 
B = CT. 
Putting 9J = ub, 2ji, we have ME PE9J as required. The series (1) 
demonstrating this fact can be constructed so that M1 = C. Then 
MIS = CTS = BS = M. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let S be a ring, G a group, and B < A a pair of ZG-sub- 
modules of some SG-module. If  A/B E l;o‘% then also ASIBS E 6,s. 
Proof. It will suffice to show that if D < C are ZG-submodules of A 
and C/D E !R then CSIDS E P,%. Now 
CSIDS = c (Cs + DS)IDS; 
se.7 
each (Cs + DS)/DS is both a ZG-submodule of CSIDS and an %-group, 
since % is a quotient-closed class of groups. This latter fact now implies that 
CSIDS E P&R. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let S be a Jinitely generated integral domain of characteristic 
zero, let M be a torsion-free$nitely generated S-module, and let G be a polycyclic 
subgroup of Aut,(M). If M/-Up E I;& for all but jkitely many primes p, then 
ME P,%. 
Proof. We apply Proposition 5.1 with E the subring of End,(M) generated 
by G. This is a right Noetherian ring by Hall’s theorem [3]. Let 7r denote the 
set of all prime divisors of the orders of elements of members of ‘1, (considered 
as Z-modules); as each member of ‘?j is a Noetherian E-module, v  is finite. 
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I f  p E r’ then 
Mp n Ml = M,p; 
therefore for all but finitely many primes p we have M,/Mrp E I!&. Since 
MI is Z-torsion-free (as char(S) = 0), Corollary 3.2 shows that Mr E l;,Z. 
The result now follows by Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let R be a $nitely generated integral domain with field of 
fractions f  and let B < A be finitely generated torsion-free R-modules. Think 
of A as contained in At = A OR f. Then f  contains a jinitely generated sub- 
ring S, containing R, such that BS is (as S-module) a free direct summand 
of the free S-module AS. 
Proof. There exist b, ,..., b, E B and a, ,..., a, E 9\BE so that 
Ib, ,..., b, , a, ,.-, a,> 
is a basis for Af. Also there exist p1 ,..., pU E B and 01~ ,..., o/~ E A such that 
B = C PiR and A = C c+R. 
For suitable elements pji , oji , 7ji of R we have 
Pi = C bjpji (i = l,..., u) 
ai = 1 bjuji + 1 ajTji (i = l,..., u). 
j i 
Let S be the subring of E generated by R and the elements pii , oji , 7ji . Then 
BS=~‘3,S<~b,S=@bjS<BS 
so BS is free. And 
AS == c aiS < c bjS + 1 a$ = BS @ @ a$ < AS, 
so AS is free and has BS as a direct summand. 
We conclude with a definition and an obvious remark. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let R, f,  A be as in 5.4. The R-rank of A is dim,(A OR I). 
Remark, If  A has finite R-rank and B is a nonzero R-submodule of A 
such that A/B is R-torsion-free, then the R-rank of A/B is less than that of A. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Throughout this section, R will denote a finitely generated commutative 
ring, I’ a finitely generated R-module, and G a subgroup of AutR(V) each 
of whose finite quotients is supersoluble. Our aim is to show that GE 6,s. 
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We shall argue by induction on various parameters attached to the pair G, V; 
the proof is broken up into a number of steps. 
The “positive characteristic” case of our result is due to Wehrfritz, and 
we quote it as 
6.1. (Wehrfritz, [13], 1.7). I f  I’m = 0 f  or some nonxero integer m, then 
G E 1,K. 
In the initial reductions we copy Wehrfritz’s proof of 6.1. 
6.2. There exist RG-modules 
0 = v, < v1 < .‘. < v, = v  
and prime ideals p1 ,..., pk of R such that each factor VijV,-l is annihilated by 
pi and is torsion-free when considered as an R/p,-module. 
G contains a nilpotent normal subgroup U such that G/U is finitely generated 
and abelian-by-Jinite, and such that U stabilizes a finite series of submodules 
running from 0 to V. 
Proof. Apply the following results from Wehrfritz’s book [12]: 13.2, 
13.12, 13.29, and 13.6. 
Let W = Cvl( U). Then W is a nonzero RG-submodule of I’, , and it is 
easy to see that VI/W is, like VI , a torsion-free R/p,-module. 
Let A = C,( V/W). By induction on k and on the R/p,-rank of V, , we 
may assume that G/C,( V/ W) E I;,%. Also G/ U is supersoluble by Theorem 1, 
so G/A E P,%. Thus it will suffice to show that A E P,%. 
The argument now divides into two cases. Suppose first that char(R/p,) = 
p # 0. 
6.3. A is an abelian group of exponent p, and 
A < [t(UG’Gp-l) 
for some finite 1 (<, = l’th term of the upper central series). 
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that A faithfully stabilizes 
the series 0 < W < V. 
Let 4 be a homomorphism of G onto a finite group. Then A# E PoJ!C 
and so (G’GP-l) 4 acts nilpotently on 4#, since A has exponent dividing p; 
since A < U and U is nilpotent, (UG’GD-1) $ acts nilpotently on A#. 
It follows by 1.5 of [13] that A < &( UG’GD-I) for some finite 1. 
Wehrfritz’s proof of [13], I .7 now goes through virtually unchanged to 
show that A E P&. 
We must now deal with the more tricky case where char(R/p,) = 0. 
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We write R = R/p, . Then VI and VI/W are both torsion-free R-modules, 
and so both are torsion-free as Z-modules. 
Let 2 = A r\ c,(U). 
6.4. We may assume that G/Z E P,‘%. 
Proof. Let us suppose that U in 6.2 was chosen so as to have least possible 
nilpotency class; denote this minimal class by c(G, V). 
Put G = G/C,(U). Then G acts faithfully as a group of R-module 
automorphisms on the finitely generated R-module E which is the image in 
End,(V) of the group ring RU; see [13], 3.10. I claim that c(G, E) < c(G, V). 
For clearly U is nilpotent of class less than c(G, V), since U E U/<r( U); 
also U acts unipotently on E, by (the proof of) [12, Lemma 6.61, and so i7 
stabilizes a finite series of submodules running from 0 to E, by [12], 13.6; 
consequently U has nilpotency class at least c(G, E). 
By induction on c(G, V) we may therefore assume that G E P,% (if 
c(G, V) = 1 then C,(U) > U, so G 1s supersoluble). We already know that 
G/A E I;,%. Since Z = A n C,(U), the result follows. 
Thus we only have to show that Z E P,%. The next step is elementary and 
we omit the verification: 
6.5. H = Hom,( V, W) is a finitely generated torsion-free R-module, and 
G acts as a group of R-module automorphisms on H via 
h” = g-lhg: V 2-A L’ h, W L m’. 
The map 0: Z ---f H; z6 = z - 1 is a G-module monomorphism of Z into H. 
We now apply Lemma 5.4; we may enlarge R to a finitely generated 
integral domain S so that M = Z0S is a direct summand of the module HS. 
For each prime p, put K, = C,( V/V,). 
6.6. If  p is a prime not equal to char(R/p,), i = 2 ,..., k, then 
(Z n K,) 19s < Mp. 
Proof. I f  h E H satisfies Vh < Wp, we may define a map h’: V--f W by 
vh’ = w where ah := wp; this definition works because W is Z-torsion-free. 
It is then a triviality that h’ E H and that h = h’p. Thus h E Hp. 
Now if z E Z n K, then V(x0) < rp n W, but Vp n W = Wp by the 
choice of p and the fact that I/,/W is Z-torsion-free. Therefore by the 
preceding paragraph zB E Hp. Since M is a direct summand of HS, 
HSp n M = &‘p, whence it follows that 
(Z n K,) %S :< HpS n M = Mp. 
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Now for every prime p, Z/(2 n K,) E P&; this follows from 6.1 
since G/i& is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut,( V/V@). Therefore 
ZO/(Z n K,) 0 E P&, and Lemma 5.2 now shows that 
M/(2 i-7 K,) es E P&R. 
It follows by 6.6 that for all but finitely many primes p, M/Mp E P&. Since 
Z is central in U, the action of G makes M into a G/U-module; as G/U is 
supersoluble, we may apply Lemma 5.3 and infer that ME i,‘%. 
Finally, 2 g 28 < M so 2 E P,%, and the proof is finished. 
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